PLAN: Newspaper Article
You need to plan out your newspaper article. You can either do
a story map, or use ‘boxing up.’ In other words, use the titles
below to help you plan the paragraphs for your report.

There is an example of an article you could write on the next day, to
help give you ideas!! You might find it helpful to read this first.

• Headline and Subheading – Remember to include
alliteration/punctuation for effect.

• Who is this article about? What has happened?

Of course, your report will probably
include your magical creature and your
new world where the magical creature
lives, instead of Narnia.

• When did it take place? Where? • A description of the wardrobe:

• How did Lucy enter Narnia? What happened next? • A quote from one of the key characters:

An Example
Here is an example of part of the news paper report. Of course, this one is
about Lucy and Narnia, but yours might be about different characters in
different worlds.

A World In A Wardrobe?
Evacuee child makes dazzling discovery
Experts are working to confirm the discovery of a gateway to a new world found accidentally by a
schoolgirl, yesterday, at the back of a very ordinary looking wardrobe. This crazy claim was made
by Lucy Pevensie, aged 8, as she explored Professor Digory Kirke’s house, on the outskirts of the
old town.
Although the claims seem incredible, eye-witnesses have confirmed that snowy footprints and,
more mysteriously, sweet wrappers (possibly Turkish delight), have been found leading to and
from the wardrobe. Lucy herself stated, “I know it’s hard to believe, but this magical land exists - I
am not making it up.” Early reports claim that this new kingdom is called Narnia – this has not
been confirmed yet.
Could this be a young child’s game gone wrong? A worrying advance in German Warcraft? Or,
simply, an old fashioned hoax? Keep reading this week as we find out more about this dazzling
discovery.

Photographs
Yesterday, you wrote your headline. Today, you need to draw your own
picture of what photo you would like to go with your newspaper article.

Will you show when Lucy meets Mr Tumnus?
Will you show when your new character meets your new magical
creature? We can’t wait to see what you draw!

Division
Do you remember dividing by partitioning? It’s the method
where you divide the tens (or the hundreds…) then the ones.
Have go at these sums, using partitioning.

If you aren’t sure on
partitioning, use one of the
methods below, that you
practiced yesterday.
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